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Abstract 

  Talent flow analysis is carried out to estimate the flows of employees in and out of targeted 

organizations, regions and industries. Talent flow estimation is utilized in human resource planning, 

brain drain monitoring and future workforce forecasting tasks. The online resume data are analyzed to 

extract features historical talent flow, dynamic attributes and static profiles. The company stock price 

movement and talent flow correlations are extracted using the DJTN and share market data. The multiple 

data sources are derived from the Dynamic Job Transition Network (DJTN). The Deep Sequence 

Prediction (DSP) model integrates multiple data sources and multi step forecasting of future talent flow. 

The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is used in the deep sequence prediction model. In this paper the 

Optimized Recurrent Neural Network (ORNN) is constructed to handle multiple input data sources for the 

prediction process. 
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1. Introduction 
  Job quality refers to the activity transitions over the course of associate degree individual’s 

skilled career. The transition of job may be a turning purpose of employees’ work expertise and 

determines their life-long activity development. whereas job quality acts as a key a part of social life, a 

polar and gap question still exists. the perfect pattern of job quality may be a long run internal and upward 

sequence of positions inside one organization. the task amendment occasion of individuals operating 

within the ideal ancient career patterns may be around foreseen with associate degree age and stage 

theory, that enterprises take the record of service as a key reference once promoting their stuffs. With the 

evolution of labor division and economic process, firms area unit streamlining their hierarchies in 

response to the challenges of recent political economy. There has been less chance and disposition for 

people to interact in a very single organization for a life, therefore additional and additional staff area unit 

forced to decide on external, lateral or maybe downward job changes. The dynamic and versatile career 

quality in trendy economy pushes the task amendment occasion prediction into a additional refined 

scenario comparison to ancient society. 

  The intermittent sequence of job amendment instances area unit occurred throughout individuals’ life-

long careers. in step with the “punctuated equilibrium model”, once every transition, people adapt to a 

replacement position and reach a “equilibrium point”, wherever {they area unit|they're} glad with their 
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operating environments and there are few possibilities to interrupt the equilibrium. The career equilibrium 

is also noncontinuous by 2 major aspects: environmental factors and individual variations. Environmental 

factors, e.g., societal, regional/industrial economic and market standing, have an effect on the 

opportunities for job quality and limit the career shifting. The individual variations will decide the 

preference for a few varieties of quality over the others.  

  The career quality is analyzed with the environmental and individual factors of career-related data. 

ancient researches primarily trust obligatory surveys to achieve the resumes and private information to 

drive their investigation, that makes it tough whereas increasing the size and time scope. on-line skilled 

networks (OPNs) like LinkedIn maintain long resume warehouses that area unit dynamically spanning 

career records from many industries and corporations. Location-based social networks (LBSNs) like 

foursquare traces the human activities from everywhere the globe. wealthy sentiment data regarding 

human daily activities as well as matter,geographical and social interaction information. The growing 

clues carried on OPNs and LBSNs offer new opportunities to grasp career quality in a very meticulous 

means. 

2. Related Work:   
                Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio Y (2015) projected the neural AI by place along learning to align 

and translate. the foremost goal is to form one neural network which is able to place along tune to 

maximise the interpretation performance. The model is extended to automatically rummage around for 

parts of a offer sentence that square measure relevant to predict a target word. The model achieves high 

translation performance admire the phrase-based system on the task of English-to-French translation.              

     Graves and Jaitly (2014) initiated end-to-end speech recognition with continual neural 

networks. The speech recognition system directly transcribes audio info with text, whereas not requiring 

Associate in Nursing intermediate phonetic illustration. The system depends on a mixture of the 

Connectionist Temporal Classification objective operate and conjointly the deep duplex  LSTM continual 

neural specification. A modification to the target operate is applied to teach the network to attenuate the 

expectation of Associate in Nursing absolute  transcription loss operate. It permits a at once improvement 

of the word error rate inside the absence of a lexicon or language model. 

                Huang et al. (2016) projected the talent circle detection model on job transition networks. the 

large quality of talent, it becomes important for the accomplishment team to look out the right talent from 

the right offer in Associate in Nursing economical manner. The spreading of on-line virtuoso Networks 

(OPNs), like LinkedIn.                

                Kumar et al. (2016) thought of the matter of predicting the weights of edges in weighted signed 

networks. they have used multiple regression models to predict edge weights for two Bitcoin WSNs, 

Associate in Nursing Epinions WSN. jointly they have shown the WSNs derived from Wikipedia and 

Twitter gave extra correct results than the current work. 

               Li et al. (2016) given a framework to guide the duty seekers to catch up the dream job. The 

dream job trying approach is employed to applying standardized entity info to spice up job search quality 

and to make search results extra tailor-made. three forms of entity-aware choices square measure explored 

and incorporated into the duty search ranking operate. The question job matching choices were extracted 

and standardized entities mentioned in queries and documents were notified.  

               Tarique and Schuler (2010) initiated a world talent management framework. The atmosphere 

for several organizations of late is advanced, global,dynamic, extraordinarily competitive and extremely 

volatile and is maybe getting to keep so for years to come back. The organizations are also facing several 

world challenges likewise as those related to talent flow. many human offer practitioners and consultants 

(HR professionals) square measure presently understanding this, significantly those that operate globally, 

the international enterprises. The talent flow management framework highlights several elite challenges in 

world talent management and variety of different drivers of those challenges.  

              Weena and Mishra (2015) highlighted that a multi–dimensional approach to form somebody's 

capital is very important. The human presenters have to be compelled to establish the accomplished and 

innovative leaders of tomorrow. Hence, a strategic men prepare will trim abrasion rate, mitigate risks etc, 
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by giving any value supplementary employment or totally different ability certain employment for the 

workers of the organization. 

               Xu et al. (2014) provided a way for up on-line advertising business that's helpful tor every 

advertisers and publishers. They demonstrated the benefits of this half by experimenting with LinkedIn.  

              Xu et al. (2016) designed a talent circle detection model and learning methodology called 

Normalized Discounted accumulative Gain (NDCG) victimization probability technique to update edge 

weights. supported the best-known circles they developed a talent exchange prediction methodology for 

talent recommendation. 

              Zhao (2015) delineate a reliable-route methodology and experimented with varied real-world 

networks and shows that this system performs on top of others with reference to weight prediction. They 

analyzed a robust positive correlation between the clump constant and prediction accuracy.coefficient and 

prediction accuracy. 

3. Dynamic Talent Flow Analysis 
               Talent flow analysis refers to a technique for modeling and analyzing the flows of staff into 

and out of targeted organizations, regions, or industries. a clear definition of talent flows is crucial for 

many applications, like human resource coming up with, drain observance, and labor demand prediction. 

it'll cut back the uncertainty in prediction future men wishes inside the demand coming up with 

methodology. it's together a primary focus of regional drain observance and dominant. in addition, for 

talent sourcing tasks, it will gain experience in looking qualified job candidates to fill future job openings. 

it'll most likely optimize and shorten hiring cycles inside the talent achievement pipeline. 

    The analysis is disbursed with psychological, economic and cultural views. The talent flow problems 

unit generally mentioned at a national or international scan. restricted efforts square measure created to 

the measure of a plenty of fine-grained level of talent flows, like at structure or regional levels. These 

limitations unit primarily because of the conventional info assortment methods. The prevalence of on-line 

practiced Networks (OPNs) collected large-scale digital resumes. This provides Brobdingnagian job 

transition records and thus new analysis opportunities for fine-grained talent flow analysis. The data-

driven approach to model the fine-grained dynamics and evolving nature of talent flows by leverage 

loaded data in OPNs. The talent flow modeling task is also tackled by finding regularities from historical 

talent flows. a pair of very important challenges produce the matter non-trivial. 

3.1. Complex Evolving Process 

  The sophisticated factors could have an effect on the evolving method of talent flows, however the 

relationships between these factors and therefore the target variable aren't clear. The flow between a try of 

organizations is typically extremely associated with their attractiveness to workers. The attractiveness 

could also be influenced by several factors, like industrial performance, compensation/benefit and name. 

These factors square measure more associated with the size, location and business sectors of a company. 

it's laborious to quantify however these factors impact the evolving method, particularly once these 

factors ought to be extracted from totally different information sources. 

3.2. Data Sparsity 

  The talent flow data among organizations unit typically not entirely out there in apply, as a results of 

knowledge might miss at any stage at intervals the assortment methodology. This causes the data 

meagerness balk and imposes a awfully necessary challenge. The dataset contains quite twenty 3 million 

resumes, nearly hour of the organizations have however one record per month in average. To alleviate the 

data meagerness balk, it's a necessity to leverage complementary data sources. Talent flows and thus the 

stock value movements of public corporations. The stock value series is a sturdy predictor of the talent 

flow sequence of a corporation. it's promising to integrate stock movement data with the distributed talent 

flow data for up the predicting performance. 

  The fine-grained information-driven approach is applied to model the dynamics and evolving nature 

of talent flows by investment the created data out there in job transition networks. The distributed talent 

flow data is enriched by exploiting the correlations between the stock value movement and thus the talent 

flows of public corporations. The talent flow modeling balk is formalized on predict the increments of the 

sting weights at intervals the dynamic job transition network. throughout this fashion, the matter is 
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reworked into a multi-step information statement disadvantage. A deep sequence prediction model is 

constructed supported the perennial neural network model.The model outperforms varied benchmark 

models in terms of prediction accuracy. The model will provide affordable performance although the 

historical talent flow data do not appear to be entirely out there. 

4. Problem Statement 
  The online resume data are analyzed to extract features historical talent flow, 

dynamic attributes and static profiles. The talent flow analysis is performed in two phases talent flow 

formalization phase and prediction phase. The Job Transition Networks (JTN) is constructed with the 

digital resume data. The Job Transition Network is extended as Dynamic Job Transition Network (DJTN). 

The company stock price movement and talent flow correlations are extracted using the DJTN and share 

market data. The multiple data sources are derived from the Dynamic Job Transition Network (DJTN). 

The Deep Sequence Prediction (DSP) model integrates multiple data sources and multi step forecasting of 

future talent flow. The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is used in the deep sequence prediction model. 

The following problems are identified from the current talent flow analysis methods. 

✓ Job salary and job description data sources are not focused in the system 

✓ Prediction process is applied with limited input sources 

✓ Company competitiveness skill estimation is not provided 

✓ Prediction of long term survival criteria for the company is not supported 

5. Talent Flow and Socio Economic Features Association Analysis in Corporate 

Companies 
  The company economic ways in which unit mirrored among the auditing report and 

among the exchange value flow levels. The talent flow analysis models unit applied to forecast the worker 

job transition flow among the businesses. the task transition details unit analyzed with the corporate 

economic conditions. The aggressiveness of the businesses unit set with the supply knowledgeable 

workers among the company. the corporate growth is additionally predicted with the talent level of the 

corporate workers. company aggressiveness and survival selections unit discovered among the talent flow 

analysis. the worker job transition depends on the pay level and job satisfaction details. Talent flow 

reason and social and economical impact extraction is additionally performed among the system.  

  The continual neural network (RNN) may possibly be a wherever connections 

between nodes type an ideal graph on a temporal sequence. this permits it to exhibit temporal dynamic 

behavior. in distinction to feed forward neural networks, RNNs will use their internel memory to 

technique sequences of inputs. This makes them resembling tasks like united,  connected handwriting 

recognition or speech recognition. each categories of networks exhibit temporal dynamic behavior. 

  The Optimized continual Neural Network (ORNN) is created to handle multiple input file 

sources for the prediction technique. The talent flow analysis is administrated with a bunch of input 

sources on-line resume information, company stock value information, description information, pay 

details and social factors. The multi sourjce input file analysis is administrated among the deep sequence 

prediction technique. {the information|the info|the information} purpose data analysis is administrated 

with the task and timestamp information. The continual Neural Network handles a restricted provide level 

of input file alone. the information improvement and management model is combined to make the 

Optimized continual Neural Network (ORNN) for the multi provide input file analysis among the talent 

flow analysis with social and economical behavior analysis technique. 

 

6. Performance Analysis 
  The job transition analysis models are developed to analyze the job movement flows in the public 

companies. The job data values are collected from the Online Professional Networks (OPN). The 

Dynamic Job Transition Networks (DJTN) are constructed using the online resume details. The stock 

price values for the companies and Dynamic Job Transition Network details are analyzed to perform the 

talent flow prediction process. The deep sequence prediction methods are applied to predict the talent 

flow values. The deep sequence prediction operations are carried out in a multi step data analysis model. 
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The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and the Optimized Recurrent Neural Network (ORNN) techniques 

are applied for the talent flow prediction process. The stock price correlation with the talent flow details 

are analyzed in the system. The talent prediction accuracy level analysis between the Recurrent Neural 

Network (RNN) and the Optimized Recurrent Neural Network (ORNN) techniques are shown in the 

following Figure and Table.  

 

 

Table 1 : Talent Flow Prediction Accuracy Level Analysis Between Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and 
Optimized Recurrent Neural Networks (ORNN) Techniques 

 

 
Figure1. Talent Flow Prediction Accuracy Level Analysis Between Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and 

Optimized Recurrent Neural Networks (ORNN) Techniques 

 

The Optimized Recurrent Neural Network (ORNN) increases the prediction accuracy level 15% than the 

Recurrent Neural Network technique. The stock price relationship, social and economical impact and job 

description detail analysis operations are performed in the talent flow analysis mechanism.  

 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 
  The talent flow analysis discovers the social impact on the job migration process. The salary, 

job satisfaction and stock price parameters are analyzed in the prediction process. The status of the 

Records RNN ORNN 

500 78.36 89.13 

1000 80.79 90.72 

1500 83.17 92.35 

2000 85.72 94.61 

2500 87.12 97.45 
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company is discovered with the skill level features. The prediction model achieves high accuracy level 

with data spar city handling mechanism. The talent flow analysis scheme can be enhanced with man 

power and talent level requirement prediction mechanism for the human resource management process. 

Skill level and experience level analysis moels can be integrated with the talent flow analysis mechanism.  
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